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Why another HOWTO? 

To be frank, I just wanted to get the Linux server for my private intranet up to date, the SuSE 7.3-distro 
running was almost 2 years outdated and I don't want to know how many bug fixes I missed...
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Well, I started one week ago with getting some information about Gentoo, as a friend of mine told me much 
about it. He uses it and is very content about its various features, especially portage, which helps a lot to keep 
your system up to date and apply the latest patches.

The gentoo installation was quite nice, as it is well documented (http://www.gentoo.org/main/en/docs.xml for 
details), I decided to start from stage1, and that's why it took approximately 8 hours. But don't be scared, it's 
more than worth it.

After installing, I just wanted a basic server allowing the intranet access to the Internet, including DHCP, an 
http proxy, DNS server, NAT, samba as a WINS server and file share, a webserver with its own url and an 
ftp server. That was the beginning of the end =) There are really many HOWTOs on the net concerning one
or two of these topics, I really googled a lot, and the man pages are mostly nice (as far as I have read them). 
But the quality of the HOWTOs I found differed so much from each other, sometimes the shown path just 
didn't work out, many were outdated (especially concerning iptables...) etc...

As I have spent much time in the last week (semester break 8) till today configuring, I thought it would be nice 
to have a short summary of all things I changed, if I must do it again... so why not a complete HOWTO, 
maybe someone may find it useful.

Requirements 

At least Gentoo 1.4 installed 

In order to use this howto, it's obvious that you'll need to have at least basic Linux / Gentoo skills and a running 
version of Gentoo >= 1.4 installed... (I personally use vanilla kernel 2.4.22 and Gentoo 1.4rc for all of you who 
haven't already installed their OS-of-choice, check http://www.gentoo.org for a great installation tutorial 
(http://www.gentoo.org/main/en/docs.xml , Installation Resources) and go install it.

It is necessary to make clear which services your server should provide (like a proxy server or a dns server for
your intranet) and which services it shouldn't provide (eg. a pure gateway / router / firewall won't need
X-windows-server or usb-support). Remember, if you install only the needed services, you'll make your system
safer, as a cracker has fewer possibilities to get into your system. And, of course it makes your system smaller
and thereby faster.

As an example, this is (part of) the /etc/make.conf I use on my system:

A discussion here http://forums.gentoo.org/viewtopic-t-319140.html cites information which suggests some 
CFLAGS such as -O3 and -funroll-loops may not actually improve performance.

You can also use "-*" to deactivate all use-flags and just add the ones you need.

For increased security features, one might want to add -fstack-protector as an additional CFLAG, it 
prevents stack overflow, which makes it harder for exploits to work.

Please note, that one should only use either -march or -mcpu, not both together. Using both CFLAGS is 
useless, as -march overrides -mcpu. For further information you should have a look in the GCC manpages.

I have a pure server running with no need for any screen, keyboard, sound or fancy usb-gadgets, that's why 

CHOST="i686-pc-linux-gnu"
CFLAGS="-O3 -march=pentium3 -falign-functions=4 -funroll-loops -pipe"
USE="-X -xv -xmms -xosd -svga -trusted -usb -wxwindows -wavelan -voodoo3 -pda -pcmcia -oss -opengl 
-mozilla -kde -qt -gtkhtml -gtk2 -gtk -gphoto2 -gnome -dga -3dfx -3dnow -arts nocardbus mmx cups acpi 
apm apache2"
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the USE flags are so restrictive. As you can see in the CFLAGS, my cpu is a pentium3, please change that to 
your CPU. If you want to exchange your builds to other CPUs, add -mcpu=pentium3 and remove 
-march=pentium3 to guarantee portability between the other x86 CPUs (see make.conf for details about 
this).

As mentioned above, the correct setting of the USE flags for your specific scenario is important, otherwise 
portage will install X if a program provides X-support (no matter if you want to or not... use emerge -pv 
<package> to see the dependencies if you're unsure about your USE flags).

Well so much for /etc/make.conf, now enjoy the installation and be warned, my P-III 450 with 512 MB RAM 
compiled about 7 hours from stage1 until I was at stage3. But it's definitively worth it.

Kernel-config 

It's important to enable some network-features for services like dhcp or ftp to work. As with the USE flags, 
also exclude from the kernel what you don't need. This is part of my current config for the official vanilla 
sources 2.4.22:
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CONFIG_EXPERIMENTAL=y
...
CONFIG_MPENTIUMIII=y
...
#
# Networking options
#
CONFIG_PACKET=y
CONFIG_PACKET_MMAP=y
# CONFIG_NETLINK_DEV is not set
CONFIG_NETFILTER=y
# CONFIG_NETFILTER_DEBUG is not set
CONFIG_FILTER=y
CONFIG_UNIX=y
CONFIG_INET=y
# CONFIG_IP_MULTICAST is not set
CONFIG_IP_ADVANCED_ROUTER=y
CONFIG_IP_MULTIPLE_TABLES=y
CONFIG_IP_ROUTE_FWMARK=y
CONFIG_IP_ROUTE_NAT=y
# CONFIG_IP_ROUTE_MULTIPATH is not set
CONFIG_IP_ROUTE_TOS=y
CONFIG_IP_ROUTE_VERBOSE=y
# CONFIG_IP_PNP is not set
# CONFIG_NET_IPIP is not set
# CONFIG_NET_IPGRE is not set
# CONFIG_ARPD is not set
# CONFIG_INET_ECN is not set
CONFIG_SYN_COOKIES=y

#
#   IP: Netfilter Configuration
#
CONFIG_IP_NF_CONNTRACK=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_FTP=y
# CONFIG_IP_NF_AMANDA is not set
# CONFIG_IP_NF_TFTP is not set
CONFIG_IP_NF_IRC=y
# CONFIG_IP_NF_QUEUE is not set
CONFIG_IP_NF_IPTABLES=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_LIMIT=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_MAC=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_PKTTYPE=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_MARK=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_MULTIPORT=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_TOS=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_RECENT=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_ECN=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_DSCP=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_AH_ESP=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_LENGTH=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_TTL=y
# CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_TCPMSS is not set
# CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_HELPER is not set
CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_STATE=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_CONNTRACK=y
# CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_UNCLEAN is not set
# CONFIG_IP_NF_MATCH_OWNER is not set
CONFIG_IP_NF_FILTER=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_TARGET_REJECT=y
# CONFIG_IP_NF_TARGET_MIRROR is not set
CONFIG_IP_NF_NAT=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_NAT_NEEDED=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_TARGET_MASQUERADE=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_TARGET_REDIRECT=y
# CONFIG_IP_NF_NAT_LOCAL is not set
# CONFIG_IP_NF_NAT_SNMP_BASIC is not set
CONFIG_IP_NF_NAT_IRC=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_NAT_FTP=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_MANGLE=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_TARGET_TOS=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_TARGET_ECN=y
CONFIG_IP_NF_TARGET_DSCP=y
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Please use this as a guideline. It perfectly fits my configuration, but if you know what you're doing, feel free to
remove or add features in the kernel as you desire.

For more information, read TIP Kernel Configuration.

Network-devices working 

Another requirement is that your gentoo server has proper access to both your local intranet and the Internet. 
As this is basically covered within the gentoo-installation (eg 
http://www.gentoo.org/doc/en/gentoo-x86-install.xml ), I will not write too much about it. Just a short 
description of how I got my cablemodem working =) To be sure everything works as needed, try to ping a
computer in your local net, then ping a computer on the internet both by ip and url (eg ping 
216.239.37.99, thats www.google.com) Ping the url as well to see if your /etc/resolv.conf is okay.

Network-scenario 

The scenario which is to be configured in this HOWTO looks like this:

The server is getting its IP (123.1.1.1) on the external network interface eth0 via DHCP from the cable 
modem. The other interface, eth1, has a static ip (192.168.0.1) and is linked with your intranet. To achieve this,
you have to edit /etc/conf.d/net with your favourite editor (I use nano: #nano -w /etc/conf.d/net) and change it 
to this:

File: /etc/conf.d/net

Please comment any other lines (by puting a # on every line). Then you have to add the network devices to
startup:

If everything worked out you now should see something like this when calling ifconfig :

Code: ifconfig Output

  /\----------\/\   _________     ..............      intranet--------|   
 |   internet    >--| cable |-----| gentoo-box |--------| 192.168.0.10|
 |www.google.com |  | modem |   eth0.........eth1       | 192.168.0.11|
  \/ \/\/\/\/\/\/   -------- 123.1.1.1    192.168.0.1   |      ...    |
                                                        | 192.168.0.99|

 iface_eth0="dhcp"
 iface_eth1="192.168.0.1 broadcast 192.168.0.255 netmask 255.255.255.0"

# cd /etc/init.d
# ln -sf net.eth0 net.eth1
# rc-update add net.eth0 default
# rc-update add net.eth1 default
-- activate dhcpcd now --
# dhcpcd eth0
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Congratulations! Now, as we are sure, the basic network is functioning, let's get down to business... First of all:

Configuring Services 

Configuring ssh 

This is imho the first thing you have working because if you, like me, plan to put the server in the attic, the 
basement or wherever there is a little space left for the server running 24/7, just need to access it via network, 
and a very safe way to do so is using ssh. So let's roll...

After emerging, now the hostkeys have to be generated (atm there will be no key-based user authorization, just
user-password, I'll add this later to secure the server):

Or you can have the keys generated automaticaly by the init-script:

Will do this for you.

The next thing to do is configuring sshd via manipulating /etc/ssh/sshd_config . Everything except the 
ListenAddress can be left commented, as we just want to access the server from the intranet at the moment, 

nexus linux # ifconfig
eth0      Link encap:Ethernet  HWaddr 00:C5:2C:D5:F5:48
          inet addr:123.1.1.1  Bcast:123.1.1.255  Mask:255.255.255.0
          UP BROADCAST NOTRAILERS RUNNING MULTICAST  MTU:1500  Metric:1
          RX packets:2628042 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
          TX packets:1014124 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
          collisions:0 txqueuelen:100
          RX bytes:510846263 (487.1 Mb)  TX bytes:510083552 (486.4 Mb)
          Interrupt:11 Base address:0x6c00
 
eth1      Link encap:Ethernet  HWaddr 00:F0:7C:D3:B7:98
          inet addr:192.168.0.1  Bcast:192.168.0.255  Mask:255.255.255.0
          UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST  MTU:1500  Metric:1
          RX packets:853111 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
          TX packets:748590 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
          collisions:0 txqueuelen:100
          RX bytes:500603484 (477.4 Mb)  TX bytes:231023059 (220.3 Mb)
          Interrupt:10 Base address:0x8800
  
lo        Link encap:Local Loopback
          inet addr:127.0.0.1  Mask:255.0.0.0
          UP LOOPBACK RUNNING  MTU:16436  Metric:1
          RX packets:549 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
          TX packets:549 errors:0 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
          collisions:0 txqueuelen:0
          RX bytes:43074 (42.0 Kb)  TX bytes:43074 (42.0 Kb)

# emerge net-misc/openssh

# ssh-keygen -t rsa1 -b 1024 -f /etc/ssh/ssh_host_key -N ""
# ssh-keygen -t dsa -f /etc/ssh/ssh_host_dsa_key -N ""
# ssh-keygen -t rsa -f /etc/ssh/ssh_host_rsa_key -N "" 

# /etc/init.d/sshd start
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so uncomment the existing ListenAddress-Entry or write a new one:

So we make sure that none of the evil internet monster-crackers gain access to our idyllic fresh and beautiful 
server =) If you really need ssh-access from the internet, use public-key-authentication with strong
passphrases.

Now we need to add sshd to startup and, of course, get it to work...

Done. Now try to connect to your gentoo-box from another computer in your intranet with an ssh client (if you 
search a nice ssh-client for win32, I recommend putty, it's great! 
(http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/ ). It should work 8)

Configuring squid 

Ok, now we have remote access to the server, but still there is no way to browse the web from the intranet. 
For this to take place in a safer way than just letting all traffic through, we need to intall an http proxy. Say 
hello to squid!

Squid is easily configured, don't be scared by the 110kb squid.conf-sample, most of it are very easily 
understood comments. Here is what I had to change from the squid.conf.sample (my whole config is here, try 
a cat /etc/squid/squid.conf |grep -c -e"^[^#]" to only see your changes from default values):

...
ListenAddress 192.168.0.1
...

# rc-update add sshd default
# /etc/init.d/sshd restart

# emerge www-proxy/squid

...
http_port 192.168.0.1:3128
icp_port 0
cache_mem 20 MB

cache_dir ufs /usr/tmp/squid 256 16 256
# change this path to somewhere you have enough diskspace 

acl all src 0.0.0.0/0.0.0.0
acl manager proto cache_object
acl allowed_hosts src 192.168.0.0/255.255.255.0

#http_access allow purge localhost
#http_access deny purge

#http_access deny !Safe_ports
#http_access deny CONNECT !SSL_ports
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With this squid.conf, your proxy can only be accessed from your intranet with a storage of 256 MB for its 
temporary files.

Then we have to let Squid create its directories, add it to startup and run it.

That's it. The last step which is to be done to allow your clients to browse the web is to set their browsers to 
use the proxy.

Configuring ProFTPd 

If you want to share files with your friends over the Internet or even just the intranet, please use an ftp server.

NOTE: In an intranet environment you should prefer NFS for *NIX only and SMB/Samba for an heterogenous
network environment. There is no gain in using FTP.

ProFTPd is my program-of-choice as it's easily configured, stable and really fast! Visit their website 
http://proftpd.linux.co.uk/ for more informations about this wonderful program. So, let's emerge:

ProFTPd is really easily configured, just a few changes to the distributed sample config-file are necessary:

Finally, as usual, we have to add ProFTPd to startup and execute for the first time:

acl our_networks src 192.168.0.0/24
http_access allow our_networks

icp_access allow allowed_hosts
icp_access deny all

miss_access allow allowed_hosts
miss_access deny all

# squid -z
# rc-update add squid default
# /etc/init.d/squid start

# emerge net-ftp/proftpd
# cp /etc/proftpd/proftpd.conf.distrib /etc/proftpd/proftpd.conf

...
ServerName                    "Raxx'ens ProFTPD (running on gentoo)"
...
User                          proftpd
Group                         proftpd
...
DefaultRoot ~
...
# Allow FTP Login for users that don't have a valid shell aka /bin/false
RequireValidShell off
...

# rc-update add proftpd default
# /etc/init.d/proftpd start
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Ok, well done 8) You successfully set up an anonymous ftp-account, it shares the files in the user ftp's
home-directory. If it didn't work out, check if:

The user ftp is priviledged enough to browse and read his files (see chown and chmod manpages for 
details)

1.

The user ftp is properly set up (see usermod / useradd manpages for details)2.

Next, we will create another ftp-user called ftp_priv for allowing non-anonymous access and upload to your 
storage:

You just created three directories; a ftp root directory (/usr/ftp_private), incoming for uploading files and pub 
for just downloadable files. Then you added a new user called ftp_priv to the group ftp, with no shell available 
(so he can't log in) and his home directory is our brand-new /usr/ftp_private =) Finally, as the directories were 
created as root, ftp_priv is given the ownership of his files and appropriate rights.

Now we have to add the following lines to proftpd's config file in order to let the new user ftp_priv log in:

Thanks to the UserAlias, you now can also login as private and upload using ftp_priv's password. Uploads are 
accepted only in the directory ?incoming?. Fine...

Configuring apache2 

Note: please consider a look to the HOWTO Apache2

What would a server be without a webserver? And, apparently, apache2 well configured from the start, so, 
let's emerge:

# mkdir /usr/ftp_private
# mkdir /usr/ftp_private/incoming
# mkdir /usr/ftp_private/pub
# useradd -G ftp -s /bin/false -d /usr/ftp_private ftp_priv
# passwd ftp_priv       // then set his password!
# chown ftp_priv:ftp /usr/ftp_private -R
# chmod 0644 /usr/ftp_private -R 

<Anonymous ~ftp_priv>
  User                 ftp_priv
  Group                 ftp
  AnonRequirePassword on

  UserAlias           private ftp_priv
  UserAlias           upload ftp_priv

  MaxClients          10

  DisplayLogin        welcome.msg
  DisplayFirstChdir   .message

  <Limit WRITE>
     Deny from all
  </Limit>

  <Directory incoming>
     <Limit READ WRITE DIRS STOR CWD CDUP>
    AllowAll
   </Limit>
 </Directory>
</Anonymous>
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After this, you have a directory called /var/www/localhost/htdocs/ for your html-files, and the one more thing I 
did was to create a (very) short 'hello-world-here-look-at-my-server'-html-file (put in 
/var/www/localhost/htdocs/index.html, hereby disabling the default websites):

Don't forget:

Configuring masquerading and basic firewall 

Ok, this is now very important... if your server is up 24/7 as intended, there will be lots of intrusion attempts. I 
think in times of W32.blaster-like worms and trojans, I really don't need to explain why a firewall is useful. 
Here only a basic firewall will be setup, please feel encouraged to modify the iptable-rules as desired for best
fitting your needs. Masquerading simply means allowing computers of your intranet to connect to others on the
Internet (more or less directly). This is not needed for just browsing the web, as we previously configured 
squid to do so, but for many applications (like ftp clients, instant messenger, email clients or filesharing tools) a 
direct connection is needed. Just to refresh your memory, this is the network scenario we talk about:

At the moment, everyone within your intranet (192.168.0.*) can easily browse the Internet. But the web is 
more than just www. So, if, let's say, 192.168.0.15 (I'll call him foo) wants to establish a ftp connection to 
ftp.cdrom.com, this won't work because

foo doesn't know how (no default gateway set yet)
the server won't let him anyway (no routing enabled yet)

So we need masquerading. The following excerpt from http://www.indyramp.com/masq/ describes it quite 
well:

What is IP Masquerading? 

IP Masquerading is a form of network address translation that many routers already support. The idea behind 
this implementation is that people running Linux can install the IP masquerading features being developed for 
Linux and get the features of the high priced routers and NAT boxes without paying the high prices.

# emerge net-www/apache

<!doctype html public "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN"
        "http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/loose.dtd">
<html>
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1">
<title>Raxx'ens Server</title>
</head>
<body>

# rc-update add apache2 default
# /etc/init.d/apache2 start

 /\----------\/\   _________     ..............  intranet------------|   
|   internet    >--| cable |-----| gentoo-box |--------| 192.168.0.10|
|www.google.com |  | modem |   eth0.........eth1       | 192.168.0.11|
 \/ \/\/\/\/\/\/   -------- 123.1.1.1    192.168.0.1   |      ...    |
                                                       | 192.168.0.99|
                                                       |-------------
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IP masquerading lets you use a single Internet-connected computer running Linux with a real IP address as a 
gateway for non-connected machines with "fake" IP addresses. The Linux box with a real address handles 
mapping packets from your intranet out to the Internet, and when responses come back, it maps them back to 
your intranet. This lets you browse the web and use other Internet functions from multiple machines without 
having a special network setup from your ISP. Summarizing, if foo connects to ftp.cdrom.com, it seems as if
the gentoo-box itself would connect (using its external ip 123.1.1.1).

So, if not yet done, emerge iptables:

Then add the following rules (this is just masquerading): (part of this I took from
http://tldp.org/HOWTO/Masquerading-Simple-HOWTO/ thanks very much to John Tapsell, Thomas Spellman 
and Matthias Grimm for letting me 8))

That was it. Looks so easy 8) masquerading is from now on established... to get the server's ftp-server and 
apache accessible from the internet, just execute the following three lines:

IMPORTANT: This basic firewall just protects you from attackers from the outside... your intranet-users are 
allowed to connect to everyone, on every port. So, it's no protection from a trojan! I suggest using anti-virus 
tools like norton-antivirus (or Avast, which is free and - cough, cough - shameless plug - works better at 
http://avast.com) and in addition (especially on win32-machines) a personal (application) firewall like the free 
KerioPersonalFW (http://www.kerio.com/). It's also a very good idea to tighten up your firewall, just 
forwarding the needed packets, so get informed about iptables.

DON'T FORGET THESE LINES:

This way, your iptables rules survive a reboot (they are saved in the file /etc/iptables.conf, and reread via a 
#iptables-restore < /etc/iptables.conf)... It may seem a bit overrated that I point this out as being very 
important, but i twice forgot to save the rules and thus suddenly, after rebooting, had no access at all to the 
gentoo-box X(

By the way, it would be very nice to enable the whole routing part at boot time imho... just add the last two 
lines to your /etc/conf.d/local.start:

# emerge net-firewall/iptables

# iptables -F; iptables -t nat -F; iptables -t mangle -F
# iptables -t nat -A POSTROUTING -o eth0 -j MASQUERADE
# echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward
# iptables -A INPUT -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
# iptables -A INPUT -m state --state NEW -i ! eth0 -j ACCEPT
# iptables -A INPUT -p icmp -j ACCEPT
# iptables -P INPUT DROP

# iptables -A INPUT -p tcp -m tcp --dport 80 -j ACCEPT
# iptables -A INPUT -p tcp -m tcp --dport 21 -j ACCEPT
# iptables -A INPUT -p tcp -m tcp --dport 20 -j ACCEPT

# iptables-save > /etc/iptables.conf
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Running Your Firewall/Masquerade Rules "The Gentoo Way"

As of iptables-1.2.9 (the one I have used here), the iptables ebuild installs some nice initscripts for starting the 
firewall during the boot sequence, in the same way as other daemons like dhcpd, ftpd and apache.

The configuration file for this initscript is /etc/conf.d/iptables. Here is the default config you get 
after emerging iptables:

You should change the ENABLE_FORWARDING_IPv4 variable to "yes". This will perform the echo 1 > 
/proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward for you. The IPTABLES_SAVE variable is when the daemon 
expects to find the firewall rules to activate when it starts up.

How do you get those rules into the rules-save file?

First create your firewall rules up to the point where the previous section says DON'T FORGET THOSE
LINES, and instead of saving with iptables-save > /etc/iptables.conf use this method:

Voila, it's all set up!

Use this command to add iptables to your boot sequence:

You can now reboot to see the firewall start up automatically. Of course, this is Linux - so we don't have to 
reboot uneccessarily - just run this command to start iptables with our newly-saved rules (and IP forwading):

Instead of config'ing your clients to take advantage of squid, why not add this....;

# /etc/conf.d/local.start:
                                                                               
# This is a good place to load any misc.
# programs on startup ( 1>&2 )
                                                                               
echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward
iptables-restore < /etc/iptables.conf

# Location in which iptables initscript will save set rules on
# service shutdown
IPTABLES_SAVE="/var/lib/iptables/rules-save"

# Change to "yes" to enable forwarding support in the kernel.  Please
# note that this will override any setting placed in /etc/sysctl.conf.
ENABLE_FORWARDING_IPv4="no"

#Options to pass to iptables-save and iptables-restore
SAVE_RESTORE_OPTIONS="-c"

# /etc/init.d/iptables save

# rc-update add iptables default

# /etc/init.d/iptables start
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Saves alot of time if you got many puters on your lan ;)

Note for all eMule/xMule/iMule/aMule ? Users

LowID's suck, so here's a solution to become a HighID in the world-famous p2p-network... the basic idea 
behind the following iptables-statements is to forward specific server's ports to the machine behind the firewall 
using an eMule-client.

The following sketch should illustrate the situation:

1. Now we'll forward the required ports from the Gentoo box to the emule-client-box: Serverport (4661 ? see
below), clientport (4662), exchangeport (4672) and the webport (4771):

2. Enable forwarding rules to allow the above port forwarding connections to progress through the gentoo-box:

3. Enable forwarding rules to allow our internal client to get to allowed ports:

4. Allow any established or related connections on to the external interface be forwarded on

Voilà! No more annoying lowID's!!

iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i eth1 -p tcp --dport 80 -j REDIRECT --to-port 3128

 /\----------\/\   _________     ..............  intranet------------|   
|   internet    >--| cable |-----| gentoo-box |--------| 192.168.0.10|
| eMULE-Network |  | modem |   eth0.........eth1       | 192.168.0.11|
 \/ \/\/\/\/\/\/   -------- 123.1.1.1    192.168.0.1   |      ...    |
                                                       | 192.168.0.99|
                  emule-client's IP: 192.168.0.11      |-------------|

# iptables -t nat -I PREROUTING -i eth0 -p tcp --dport 4662 -j DNAT --to 192.168.0.11:4662
# iptables -t nat -I PREROUTING -i eth0 -p udp --dport 4672 -j DNAT --to 192.168.0.11:4672
# iptables -t nat -I PREROUTING -i eth0 -p tcp --dport 4771 -j DNAT --to 192.168.0.11:4771

# iptables -I FORWARD -i eth0 -p tcp -d 192.168.0.11/32 --dport 4662 -j ACCEPT
# iptables -I FORWARD -i eth0 -p udp -d 192.168.0.11/32 --dport 4672 -j ACCEPT
# iptables -I FORWARD -i eth0 -p tcp -d 192.168.0.11/32 --dport 4771 -j ACCEPT

# iptables -I FORWARD -i eth0 -p tcp -s 192.168.0.11/32 --dport 4661 -j ACCEPT
# iptables -I FORWARD -i eth0 -p tcp -s 192.168.0.11/32 --dport 4662 -j ACCEPT
# iptables -I FORWARD -i eth0 -p udp -s 192.168.0.11/32 --dport 4672 -j ACCEPT
# iptables -I FORWARD -i eth0 -p tcp -s 192.168.0.11/32 --dport 4771 -j ACCEPT

# iptables -I FORWARD -i eth0 -m state --state ESTABLISHED,RELATED -j ACCEPT
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Remark: If you plan to run the emule-client on your gentoo-server, then you only need similar rules like 2 and 3, 
replacing the 'FORWARD' by 'INPUT' and not applying the '-d / -s192.168.0.11/32' switches.

Configuring dynamic dns 

As not everyone is gifted with an excellent memory for numbers, and as it doesn't make any sense to 
remember dynamic IP addresses or tell every friend of yours, and first of all since it's easy to configure and 
free, go to www.dyndns.org and register to one of the following domains:

ath.cx blogdns.com blogdns.net blogdns.org
dnsalias.com dnsalias.net dnsalias.org dynalias.com
dynalias.net dynalias.org dyndns.biz dyndns.info
dyndns.org dyndns.tv dyndns.ws game-host.org
game-server.cc gotdns.com gotdns.org homedns.org
homeftp.net homeftp.org homeip.net homelinux.com
homelinux.net homelinux.org homeunix.com homeunix.net
homeunix.org is-a-geek.com is-a-geek.net is-a-geek.org
isa-geek.com isa-geek.net isa-geek.org kicks-ass.net
kicks-ass.org merseine.nu mine.nu myphotos.cc
serveftp.net serveftp.org shacknet.nu

In this example, my user is called gnt_wiz and his password is ddnsrulz. ?gnt_wiz? registered a dynamic
dns domain called gentoo.homelinux.org.

Ready?

Set?

(first copy the distributed /etc/ddclient/sample-etc_ddclient.conf to /etc/ddclient/ddclient.conf)

# emerge net-dns/ddclient
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GO!!

That's been easy, don't you agree? 8)

Note: If you are using iptables (very recommended), you have to allow the ddclient to pass through your 
firewall (it uses tcp-port 80):

Note: If you are using an ADSL modem with pppd, you should move /etc/ddclient/sample-etc_ppp_ip-up.local 
to /etc/ppp/ip-up.local. This way, pppd will launch ddclient (with the options given in /etc/ddclient/ddclient.conf) 
at each (re)connection.

Configuring dhcp 

Using dhcpd 

Now comes something as comfortable as having an own domain, dhcp. You may ask, what's it good for if I 
have a dhcp-server running for telling my 2-3 computers their IP addresses? Well, if you sometimes change 
your infrastructure, i.e. a few friends come around with their notebooks or of course case-modded big 
machines to play some relaxing 1st-person-shoot-em-ups for hours, it's much more comfy to have their IP 
addresses, network ranges, gateways and dns-resolver (see next chapter) autoassigned. And well, 
configuration is really quite easy! (If you're going to use dnsmasq to set up a DNS server, you may want to 
skip this section, as dnsmasq also has the ability to act as a DHCP server.)

See (ok, first install 8)) :

daemon=600      ##to check every 10 minutes instead of every 5...
#mail=root              ## simply not needed...
syslog=yes           # log update msgs to syslog
pid=/var/run/ddclient.pid  
..
use=if, if=eth0 ## important
..
protocol=dyndns2                      # default protocol
proxy=fasthttp.sympatico.ca:80        # default proxy 
#(this default proxy seems not to work anymore, find an other one...)
server=members.dyndns.org             # default server
server=members.dyndns.org:8245    # default server (bypassing proxies)

login=gnt_wiz                         # default login
password=ddnsrulz                     # default password
#mx=gentoo.homelinux.org              # default MX
#backupmx=yes                         # host is primary MX?
wildcard=yes                          # add wildcard CNAME?

##
## dyndns.org dynamic addresses
##
## (supports variables: wildcard,mx,backupmx)
##
 server=members.dyndns.org,             \
 protocol=dyndns2 \
 gentoo.homelinux.org

# rc-update add ddclient default
# /etc/init.d/ddclient start

# iptables -I OUTPUT -i eth0 -p tcp  --dport 80 -j ACCEPT
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These are the only settings needed in /etc/dhcp/dhcpd.conf (copy sample before) :

Ok, some statements in there need explanations:

domain-name-servers IP address of a working nameserver. (in the next chapter we'll set up our own 
one using djbdns 8)

range dynamic-bootp in this range, IP addresses will be assigned
option 
netbios-name-servers see chapter [Configuring samba]

The section beginning with host max just makes sure that the machine with the mac-address 
00:C0:DA:FD:AA:1D always gets the same IP address. Be sure that this specially assigned ip is not in the
range of the dynamically assigned IP addresses (else, I have been told, hell breaks loose!).

Before we start the dhcp daemon, we need to change the interface on which dhcp will listen for dhcp requests.
Open /etc/conf.d/dhcp and change IFACE="eth0" to IFACE="eth1". Save and quit your favourite editor.

Okay, now we just have to start the dhcp daemon, and then change all your client PC's settings to retrieve IP 
addresses and nameservers via dhcp (so that the dhcp-server makes some sense 8)

Using dnsmasq 

The dnsmasq package is an alternative to using the more common dhcpd daemon. It does everything dhcpd 
can, with the added coolness factor of being a local DNS server! Now you can avoid that premature ageing 
and hair loss that comes with BIND if you would like a small DNS server for your LAN.

One caveat here - the machine that you install dnsmasq on should have a fully functional 
/etc/resolv.conf file containing valid "upstream" DNS servers.

# emerge net-misc/dhcp

option domain-name "my.dom";
option domain-name-servers 192.168.0.1; # see next chapter

default-lease-time 6000;                # in seconds..
max-lease-time 7200;
ddns-update-style ad-hoc;
authoritative;                          # as it's the only dhcp-server
log-facility local7;
subnet 192.168.0.0 netmask 255.255.255.0
{
    range dynamic-bootp 192.168.0.20 192.168.0.39;
    option subnet-mask 255.255.255.0;
    option netbios-name-servers 192.168.0.1;    # see next++ chapter
    option broadcast-address 192.168.0.255;
    option routers 192.168.0.1;
    host max
    {
        hardware ethernet 00:C0:DA:FD:AA:1D;
        fixed-address 192.168.0.17;
    }
}

# rc-update add dhcp default
# /etc/init.d/dhcp start
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To get installed dnsmasq, simply emerge the package:

dnsmasq has a wealth of options, but we'll just concentrate on duplicating the functionality of dhcpd and setting 
up a small DNS server. Open the /etc/dnsmasq.conf file in your chosen text editor, and look for this 
section:

Note that I have uncommented the line beginning dhcp-range=... - this is the line that does the dynamic 
IP magic and is much simpler that dhcpd! Just change the range of IP addresses to suit your purposes.

We also want to be able to serve up specific IP addresses to certain machines, depending on their MAC 
addresses. Scroll down to find this block:

Once again, I've uncommented the line beginning dhcp-host=... You can repeat this line as many times 
as you want, with the appropiate MAC/IP address combination.

You may want to set the interface that dnsmasq will listen on, especially if you have direct access to the WAN
subnet. Here I set it to only serve clients on the subnet connected to eth1.

Now for the DNS goodies! When your boxes request IP addresses and other info, dnsmasq tells them to use 
the box that it is running on as tour DNS server - so all DNS requests will pass through it. If the request has 
been carried before out fairly recently, dnsmasq will have "cached" it and have no need to go out to the "real" 
DNS servers (that your ISP gives you). In addition, if the machine running dnsmasq has a nice, full 
/etc/hosts file, other machines on your LAN will be able to look up each other without maintaining their 
own hosts file - a nice centralization.

Here's my own hosts file on my dnsmasq box:

Now I can be logged into tux, and ping ultra and dnsmasq will dig out the right IP address!

# emerge dnsmasq

# Uncomment this to enable the integrated DHCP server, you need
# to supply the range of addresses available for lease and optionally
# a lease time. If you have more than one network, you will need to
# repeat this for each network on which you want to supply DHCP
# service.
dhcp-range=192.168.0.50,192.168.0.150

# Always allocate the host with ethernet address 11:22:33:44:55:66
# The IP address 192.168.0.60
dhcp-host=11:22:33:44:55:66,192.168.0.60

# If you want dnsmasq to listen for requests only on specified interfaces
# (and the loopback) give the name of the interface (eg eth0) here.
# Repeat the line for more than one interface.
interface=eth1

127.0.0.1       localhost
192.168.0.1     tux.homenetwork tux
192.168.0.2     idontcare.homenetwork idontcare
192.168.0.3     goblin.homenetwork goblin
192.168.0.100   gateway.homenetwork gateway
192.168.0.10    ultra.homenetwork ultra
192.168.0.11    sparc20.homenetwork sparc20
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Finally, you can start dnsmasq and add it to your boot sequence with:

Extras for LAN with Many Gentoo Boxes 

Local RSYNC Mirror 

If you have a few gentoo boxes in your LAN, you can be a good netizen and set up a local RSYNC mirror. 
This means that only one box needs to go out to one of the main RSYNC mirrors, and the rest can use this 
local mirror. The syncing for the internal clients will then happen at LAN speeds!

cur has written a very full article on this - so please see the HOWTO: Local RSYNC Mirror page.

distcc compile farm 

With many computers on the LAN doing nothing most of the time, why not set up a distcc compile farm and 
set portage to use all the computers in it's compiles. Some things to watch out for:

- All computers must have the same gcc version

- You can run more than one job on each computer: 192.168.0.***/4 would run 4 jobs.

- Faster computers should be first in the list of hosts

- Make sure you set the right number of jobs in /etc/make.conf (MAKEOPTS="-j##")

The official gentoo distcc guide: http://www.gentoo.org/doc/en/distcc.xml

Links 

http://www.subverted.net/wakka/wakka.php?wakka=MainPage

--Sprite 17:54, 10 Mar 2004 (EST)

note: I was not able to get masquerading and portforwarding to work with -j MASQUERADE. I had to use
nat. YMMV
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# /etc/init.d/dnsmasq start
# rc-update add dnsmasq default


